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TELUS Spark 

"Play With Science"

Built with a lot of thought and a significant amount of resources and time,

TELUS Spark is a purpose-built facility designed to elicit curiosity and

facilitate innovation in children and adults alike. The sprawling facility is

divided into various sections and features tons of interactive exhibits,

presentations as well as activities aimed at making science as interesting

as possible. From the Prototype Lab, where new ideas are tested with

inputs from visitors, to the 'Being Human' section where visitors can truly

understand what it means to be human, there's a distinct freshness to this

center which differentiates it from other such facilities. The 'Digital Dome

Theatre' renders a rich audio-visual experience, and the various shows

should not be missed here. The exhibits span all age groups, so there's

something for everyone.

 +1 403 817 6800  www.sparkscience.ca/  info@sparkscience.ca  220 Saint George's Drive

North East, Calgary AB

 by jasonwoodhead23   

The Hangar Flight Museum 

"An Education in Aviation"

The Aero Space Museum Of Calgary offers an up-close look at Calgary's

place in aviation history through aviation memorabilia and military aircraft

displays, including a Lancaster, a Sopwith Tri-Plane and a Harvard Mark.

Visitors can participate in interesting quizzes which challenge their

knowledge about the museum. Children can participate in these or

engage themselves in materials that can e enlightening. On Thursdays,

this museum sees an influx of guests for their 'ASMAC Movie Night' where

they broadcast documentaries like 'Real Stuff', 'Snowbirds 25th

Anniversary' and 'The Dam Busters (1954)'.

 +1 403 250 3752  www.asmac.ab.ca/  info@asmac.ab.ca  4629 McCall Way North

East, Calgary AB

 by Public Domain   

Spaceport 

"Experiencing NASA Missions"

SpacePort is an interactive museum which is an excellent destination for

families interested in the final frontier. Exhibits include motion and flight

simulators, space shuttle and control tower models and perhaps most

exciting of all, a piece of moon rock on loan from NASA. Whether you

need something to entertain the kids while waiting for a flight or if you're

looking for a unique birthday party venue, SpacePort is a fun place.

 +1 403 717 7678  www.yyc.com/en-us/travel

lerinfo/shopping,diningser

vices/spaceport.aspx

 sport2@yyc.com  2000 Airport Road

Northeast, Calgary

International Airport, Calgary

AB
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